
Worksheet: Speak more naturally &
understand native speakers: have & got!
Congratulations on taking the next step towards making these expressions part of
your Real-Life English. Are you ready to test yourself and see what you remember?

I use my background as a Neurolanguage coach to create these for you--so that you
can spend a short amount of time reviewing, but remember much more easily than
with the video alone.

If you like, you can check out the video and blog post here.

TEST YOURSELF #1: SOMETHING HERE

Choose the correct expressions to recreate the natural, authentic
conversation between native speakers below.

hafta (have to) gotta (got to)

wanna (want to) lemme (let me)

Fred: Hey, some of us are going out tonight to that new restaurant. You’ve ___________try the
sushi there, it’s great! __________come?

Samantha: Oh no--I can’t, I ____________ work late. I’ve _________get this proposal out
before I leave.

Fred: Ok, well, I’ve _____________________ go. _____________ know if you change your
mind.

Samantha: Yeah, I’m _____________ _____________________ take a raincheck this time I
think. But thanks anyway!

https://christinarebuffet.com/blog/Buusiness-English-lessons-have-to-got-to
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CHALLENGE YOURSELF #2: Wanna try something new?

Are you ready for an extra challenge this week?

Practice reading the conversation in activity #1 aloud. You could
read it to yourself in the mirror.

Or you could even record yourself on your phone and see how it
sounds when you listen to yourself again.

Write down how you feel when you listen to yourself:

I feel like…

● I need more practice speaking. Let me try that again.

● I sound natural when I use these expressions. I should try this in conversation.

● I sound unusual--I wouldn’t say this in my native language. Maybe I should try to watch a
series or listen to a podcast to hear native speakers using expressions like these in
natural speech.

● Something else?_______________________________________________________

Do you need help with YOUR Business English?
I designed these activities to help you test yourself and build confidence on your
own--but for your specific situation, you might need more personalized attention.

If you want to see how individual coaching can help your Business English book an
informational appointment with me here.
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Corrections

Test Yourself #1

Fred: Hey, some of us are going out tonight to that new restaurant. You’ve gotta try the sushi
there, it’s great! Wanna come?

Samantha: Oh no--I can’t, I hafta work late. I’ve gotta get this proposal out before I leave.

Fred: Ok, well, I’ve gotta go. Lemme know if you change your mind.

Samantha: Yeah, I’m gonna hafta take a raincheck this time I think. But thanks anyway!

Challenge yourself #2

Your answers will vary--there is no right answer, as you’ve probably guessed.

But do congratulate yourself on trying something new!!
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